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Abstract; We measured the «He(7, npp)n reaction in a

kinematically complete way for the first time using the

large-acceptance TAGX spectrometer and tagged photons at Ey «

135 - 455 MeV. The momentum and angular distributions of the

nucleons are explained by assuming that photons are absorbed

either on the two-nucleon systems (np and pp) or on the three

Nuclear photodisintegration reactions in the A-resonance

region have been studied to determine the nuclear structure at

short distance of the sizes of nucleons or less. It is

fundamentally important to determine the number of nucleons

participating in such reactions. If photon absorption takes place

on a single nucleon, which must be highly virtual to satisfy the

kinematics, accordingly the relevant cross section would be small.

There is the quasi-deuteron model (QDM),l i.e., photons are

absorbed dominantly by an isoscalar nucleon-pair with spin-1

configuration. Experimental studies on the (y, P) and (y, np)

reactions in and below the A-resonance region seem to support the

model; those reactions on light nuclei such as 3He, 2 4He, 3 6Li, *
9Be, s and :*C 5* 6> 7 have been taken as evidences for the validity

of QDM. Absorption on two-nucleon (2N) is also seen in pion-

nucleus reactions,a furthermore recent coincidence experiments

indicated the existences of three- (3N)9- 10 and four-nucleon (4N)n

absorption. In photon-nucleus reactions, there is no firm

experimental evidence for such multi-nucleon absorption.

In order to search for photon absorption mechanism other than

QDM in the A-resonance region, we studied the complete

photodisintegration of *He, *He(y, npp)n for which five possible

absorption modes are operative: 2N(np and pp) absorption with two

spectators, 3N(nnp and npp) with one spectator, and 4N. The

detection efficiency of this experiment for 3N(nnp) absorption was

smaller than for the other modes by two orders of magnitude, we

did not deal with this mode. Since the present experiment

detected two energetic protons, the data would be sensitive to

2N(pp) and 3N(npp) absorption.
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A three-fold coincidence measurement of the ^He(Y, npp) n

reaction was carried on using the large-acceptance TAGX

spectrometer12 at the 1.3-GeV Electron Synchrotron of the Institute

for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo. A tagged photon beam of

10% duty factor with an energy resolution of 5 MeV (HWHM) was used

at an intensity of 4 x 105 Y/s in the photon energy (E-y) range from

135 to 455 MeV. A liquid-^He target with a compact refrigerator was

built in TAGX.13 A thin vacuum jacket, which contained the target

cell of 5 cm in diameter, was made of honeycomb sandwich

structure.14 Fig, 1 shows TAGX, which consisted of thin plastic-

scintillator hodoscopes (IH and OH), thick ones (SN and LN), and

two sets of semi-cylindrical drift chambers (CDC) extending over a

solid angle of It sr.

A trigger was issued to start data acquisition15 for an event

which had more than one charged particles (IH x OH) in coincidence

with signals from either SN or LN, whose hits by charged particles

were rejected by thin scintillators (NVC). A high-rate e+e"

background due to photon conversion was reduced with veto counters

of 5 cm high (eVC) which were placed in the beam level surrounding

CDC. Events were acquired in the rate of 10 to 20 Hz and analyzed

with an on-line computer to obtain E-y, momentum vectors and masses

of the particles.

A trajectory in the non-uriiform magnetic field (5 kG at the

maximum) was reconstructed by a curve fitting to the CDC hits on

sense wires of eight layers in the horizontal plane. The vertical

direction was measured with OH which had two photomultipliers on

both ends. The determined momentum had the resolution expressed

by Ap/p - 9xlO~sp + 0.01 above the minimum measurable momentum of

300 MeV/c for protons, where p was momentum in MeV/c. The angular

resolutions were 1.2° in horizontal and 1.9° in vertical. Time of

flight (TOF) between IH and OH was used to discriminate positive

pions and positrons from proton candidates.

SN and LN subtending over 0.85 sr measured neutron TOF. The

momentum obtained from the TOF had resolutions of 2 % at the

minimum measurable momentum of 100 MeV/c and 10 % at 800 MeV/c.

Emission angles were determined by the hit position on SN and LN

within a resolution of 2.0°. The detection efficiency for neutrons

were calculated using the Monte Carlo code, KSUEFF.16

We selected nppX-type events, where X represented unobserved

particles, and calculated the missing masses of them. A peak is

seen at the mass of a nucleon as seen in Fig. 2. The events with

missing masses between 800 and 1073 MeV/c1 were classified as nnpp.

Remaining background was nnpp accompanying nuclear fragments,

which were produced in the materials like air on the beam line,

the vacuum jacket, and the target cell. A reaction point

projected to the horizontal plane was reconstructed for each event

by extrapolating two proton trajectories. If the point was out of

the target cell, the event was discarded. After this, the ratio

of the empty target yield to the full target one was 4.0 ± 1.5 %.

Finally obtained 189 nnpp events were analyzed in the three E-y

ranges; below the 4(175 - 300 MeV), on the & (300 - 400), and above

the A (400 - 455) .

As a method to find the nucleons directly involved in photon

absorption, we tried an analysis of momentum ordering/17 i.e., the

four nucleons in an event were numbered according to the order of

magnitude of laboratory momentum. The first was the fastest

nucleon , the second was the next fast one, and so on. For 2N and

3N absorption, the slowest two and the slowest one are likely the

spectators, respectively. After the ordering, protons and

neutrons were separately plotted to distinguish np and pp

absorption; for np the fastest two are likely a proton and a

neutron, while for pp both are likely protons. Fig. 3 shows the

ordered momentum spectra on the A.

We fitted eight spectra of each Ey range with the calculeted

ordered momentum spectra (f) corresponding to 2N(np), 2N(pp),

•>
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3N (npp), and 4N absorption. The functional forms of fs were

numerically determined by using a Monte Carlo calculation code

which consisted of two parts: event generators and detector

simulators. In the event generation of 2N and 3N absorption, we

assumed the independent particle model and impulse approximation,

i.e., photons disintegrated 2N or 3N systems which were formed by

combining protons and neutrons in ^He randomly. The momentum

distribution of nucleons due to the Fermi motion was assumed to be

gaussian with a width of 104 MeV/c.l8 In the simulation,

generated nucleons were tracked through the detectors, and

appropriate signals were produced by taking into account the

geometry and the resolution of each detector. The effect of

multiple Coulomb scattering, ionization energy loss, and nuclear

interaction were counted to determine the particle path. The

simulated signals were analyzed in the same way as the real ones

to reconstruct the generated events.

Fits to the data were tried with four absorption modes and

any two combinations of them. The fitting function for 2M(np) +

2Nipp) absorption was, for example, anp fminp)
 lil (p) + â P

2̂Nippitl1 (P) / (i*l/ 8), where anp and app were the common free

parameters to eight spectra. The chi-squares (X2) of the fittings

are listed in Table 1. Below and on the A, 2N(np) alone or 4N

alone cannot reproduce the spectra, while either a sum 2N(np) +

2N(pp) or 3N(npp) describes the data well. The result of fittings

with 3N(npp) is shown in Fig. 3. From this comparison, we

conclude that at least the contribution of either 2N(pp) together

with 2N(np) absorption or 3N(npp) absorption must be included in

explaining the spectra. Above the A, due to the limited

statistics the differences in %2 a r e t o° small to discriminate

absorption modes.

In order to see the angular and the momentum distributions of

four nucleons, we obtained double-differential cross sections with

respect to a proton (pX) and a neutron (nX), where X were nnp and

npp, respectively. The used formula was

dQ dp NY NT e AO Ap

where Y was for yield, Ny for the number of incident photons, NT

for the number of target 4He, e for the detection efficiency, AO

for the geometrical acceptances, and Ap for the momentum bin size.

Both cand Afi were calculat J with the Monte Carlo simulation of

TAGX for the "He(Y, npp)n reaction. The size of systematic error

in cross sections was estimated to be 20 % or less, where the

uncertainty in the calculation of the detection efficiency due to

ambiguity of the reactior. mechanism (14 *) was dominant.

The obtained double-differential cross sections shows a

slight Ey dependence in magnitude and momentum dependence. Data on

the A are shown in Fig. 4. The neutron spectra have a bump at

around 100 MeV/c and a flat cross secticn up to the kinematical

boundary. The data for protons have siirilar behavior except at

around 400 MeV/c of 40° data, where they are slightly higher.

Six sets of the data in each Ey ran.je were fitted with two

absorption modes which reproduced the ordered momentum spectra: a

linear sum 2N(np) + 2N (pp) with a function anp g>2»(npi'" (P)
 + *»PP

92»IPPI'"(P) , and 3N(npp) with anpp g^mppi '" <P> , (i-1, 8), where

g's were the calculated momentum spectra obtained by using the

generator. From the result of fits, the bump at 100 MeV/c for

neutrons is found to be the contribution of the spectator. The

result of the fittings are lasted in Table 2. Both absorption

modes reproduced the data fairly well over the entire E-, region.

However, the ratios anp/(aop + app) are different from the result of

the fits to the ordered momentum spectra below and on the A. In

order to reproduce the data in the both E-y ranges, 3N(npp)

absorption is better than 2N. Above the A, 2N (np) +2N (pp) can also

be a solution. If there were sizable amount of the effect of



final state interaction to the nucleons produced by the QDM

mechanism, those events which suffered from the effect might be

included in the category of 3N absorption in the present analysis.

Homma et al.3» 1^ measured the *He (y, p) reaction in the Ey

range from 197 to 617 MeV at four angles. Fig. 5 shows a

comparison between the present data and theirs in a similar

kinematical region. There are differences at around 350 and 600

MeV/c. Since the latter data are inclusive, the excess at around

350 Mev/c corresponds to quasi-free pion production, while that at

higher momentum, where the contribution from 2N absorption is

expected kinematically, may be due to the quasi-deuteron

absorption. Both data seem to be consistent.

In conclusion, we measured the 4He (y, npp)n reaction at around

the A resonance. Photon absorption on the np system alone is

insufficient to explain the reaction over the E-y range from 175 to

400 MeV. In order to reproduce both the ordered momentum spectra

and the double-differential cross sections, three-nucleon (npp)

absorption is more preferable solution than two- and four-nucleon

absorption.
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TABLE 1. X2 divided by degree of freedom (DOF) of fics Co the

ordered momentum spectra.

ET (MeV)

Absorption Modes 175 - 300 300 - 400 400 - 455

2N(np)

2N (pp)

3N(npp)

4N(nnpp)

3.0

1.1

1.0

2.4

2N(np)+2N(pp) 1.1

4.3

2.2

1.9

3.4

1.7

1.4

1.6

1.3

1.4

1.0
anp/(anp + app) "I 0.39±0.30 0.58±0.14 0.81±0.24

*) Detection efficiencies are corrected.

TABLE 2. X1 divided by DOF of fits to the double-differential

cross sections.

Ef (MeV)

Absorption Modes 175 - 300 300 - 400 400 - 455

3N(npp) 0.9 1.6 1.0

2N(np)+2N(pp) 0.9 1.6 1.2
anp/(anp + app) 0.03±0.30 0.95±O.ll 0.94±0.17

FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1 A plan view of TAGX. Angular coverages are 15°- 165" for

protons and 17° - 158° for neutrons. Vertical acceptance is 45°.

FIG. 2 Missing mass of npp. The width is consistent with an

estimate of 25 MeV/cJ by simulation.

FIG. 3 Ordered momentum spectra at Ey * 300 ± 50 MeV: a-d) for

protons and e-h) for neutrons. Protons tend to be fast and

neutrons be slow. Histograms are the result of simultaneous fit

with 3N(npp) absorption.

FIG. 4 Cross sections for <He (Y/ npp) at Ey - 300 ±50 MeV at three

angles whose bin size is ±25°. Cross sections are expressed in

terms of the momentum spectra of protons (5) and neutrons(i).

Curves are the simultaneous fit to six spectra with 3N(npp)

absorption.

FIG. 5 Present proton spectrum of 40° ± 25° at Ey » 300 ±50 MeV

(Fig. 4-a) and the proton inclusive cross section of 60° at 357 ±

20 MeV by Homma et al.3' "
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